RIVERTON RECREATION GROUND COMMITTEE

Minutes of Meeting 23rd June 2020

PRESENT
F McInerney, B Stevens, C Lock, D McInerney, G Fuss, W Keast, S Przibilla, T Hier

APOLOGIES
D Schwarz, A Bruce, P Lock, A Parkinson

WHS
Nil

MINUTES
Minutes of previous meeting were read and accepted

Moved B Stevens 2nd G Fuss  

CARRIED

BUSINESS ARISING
• Ablution Block – Les is getting it done but it won’t be finished before the end of the financial year
• BMX track - nothing new regarding this as yet
• Letter to football club regarding Air Conditioner in club rooms and them paying the balance – D Schwarz to compose a letter
• Power meter at the swimming pool. There are two meters. One is Swimming Pool and one is clubrooms, clearly marked
• Sullage – Carolyn still following this up with Griff – on hold for now
• Dying tree – Carolyn has contacted Gary and this is on his list. Unsure if we have to pay for it’s removal or if covered by the Council
• Water agreement – Wendy reported that she is up to the stage where some help is required. To bring to next meeting if all info is ready

TREASURERS’ REPORT
• Email received from Chris Pitcher from the CGVC. Email stated that our reserve balance for 2018/2019 was actually incorrect. It was stated as $39,877 when it was actually $37,702. Chris stated that they don’t know why this difference in amount occurred.

Report tabled  Moved B Stevens 2nd T Hier  

CARRIED

MANAGER’S REPORT
• Huge Month. Had over 30 caravans in over the long weekend. Pleasing to see the park so full and fire’s blazing!
• Great job to Griff and Michael for getting all of the power and new taps sorted
• New Water Meter – Frank/Carolyn have investigated getting a new (another) meter to help with water flow and pressure. As SA Water are currently working in the town on the new mains he has asked a few questions, but it’s not that easy and is expensive. To leave this for now until things are up and running and we have paid the Healthy Sparks invoice.
• Upcoming months have a few bookings, but July looks a little quiet. A few tents are booked in.
• We missed out on the SA Water Main workers staying in the park due to them wanting one person per cabin and they all wanted an ensuite cabin. They are staying in Kapunda
• Carolyn to look into some advertising etc.. to see if we can get more people in the park. Facebook /website promotion?
CORRESPONDENCE

IN
- Carolyn received an email from a fundraising group in Adelaide. Raising money for Mental Health Awareness. Asking for a voucher or same for their major auction which will be held at a fundraising event called “Red Faces”. Committee discussed and thought that this would be good advertising and also good to be involved in the fundraiser for Mental Health. Proposed C Lock that we offer a voucher for 2 night’s accommodation for 2 adults (not a long weekend). Seconded D McInerney.
- Healthy Sparks Electrical Invoice received for all works complete $12185.80.

OUT
- NIL

GENERAL BUSINESS
- Discussion regarding the CGVC and them wanting to sell off their assets
- Refuse bins at the sale yards that can be seen from the park – Temika reports that they look insightly! Temika to alert council and suggest they could plant some trees to hide them.
- Hockey nets??

NEXT MEETING 28th July 2020 this will be the AGM

MEETING CLOSED 8.59 pm